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Many insects exploit skylight polarization as a compass cue for orientation and navigation. In the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster,
photoreceptors R7 and R8 in the dorsal rim area (DRA) of the compound eye are specialized to detect the electric vector (e-vector) of
linearly polarized light. These photoreceptors are arranged in stacked pairs with identical fields of view and spectral sensitivities, but
mutually orthogonal microvillar orientations. As in larger flies, we found that the microvillar orientation of the distal photoreceptor R7
changes in a fan-like fashion along the DRA. This anatomical arrangement suggests that the DRA constitutes a detector for skylight
polarization, inwhichdifferent e-vectorsmaximally excitedifferentpositions in the array. To test ourhypothesis,wemeasured responses
to polarized light of varying e-vector angles in the terminals of R7/8 cells using genetically encoded calcium indicators. Our data confirm
a progression of preferred e-vector angles from anterior to posterior in the DRA, and a strict orthogonality between the e-vector prefer-
ences of pairedR7/8 cells.We observed decreased activity in photoreceptors in response to flashes of light polarized orthogonally to their
preferred e-vector angle, suggesting reciprocal inhibition between photoreceptors in the same medullar column, which may serve to
increase polarization contrast. Together, our results indicate that the polarization-vision system relies on a spatial map of preferred
e-vector angles at the earliest stage of sensory processing.
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Introduction
Light falling on the retina provides abundant information about
the environment. Patterns of light and dark indicate the shape
and position of three-dimensional objects, while color provides
clues about the chemical and structural properties ofmaterials. In
addition to these familiar aspects of vision, many arthropods
perceive the polarization of light (Horva´th, 2014). When light is
linearly polarized, its constituent electric fields are aligned along
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Significance Statement
The fly’s visual system is an influential model system for studying neural computation, and much is known about its anatomy,
physiology, and development. The circuits underlying motion processing have received the most attention, but researchers are
increasingly investigating other functions, such as color perception and object recognition. In this work, we investigate the early
neural processing of a somewhat exotic sense, called polarization vision. Because skylight is polarized in an orientation that is
rigidly determined by the position of the sun, this cue provides compass information. Behavioral experiments have shown that
many species use the polarizationpattern in the sky todirect locomotion.Herewedescribe the input stage of the fly’s polarization-
vision system.
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one axis, called the electric-vector (e-vector), which lies in the
plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Among
other natural sources of polarized light, sunlight scattered by air
molecules of the atmosphere (skylight) is polarized in a pattern
relative to the position of the sun. This process renders celestial
polarization a useful compass cue for insects during locomotion.
In many species of insects, a specialized portion of the com-
pound eye, known as the dorsal rim area (DRA), mediates the
detection of e-vector angles (Labhart and Meyer, 1999). The
rhabdomeric photoreceptors of insects are inherently sensitive to
linear polarization because the microvilli, which contain pho-
topigments, extend at right angles to the optical axis. As a result of
both the tubular shape of each microvillus and a directional an-
chorage of the pigment molecules in the membrane, photon ab-
sorption is maximal for light with an e-vector parallel to the
microvillar axis (Moody and Parriss, 1961; Israelachvili andWil-
son, 1976; Goldsmith and Wehner, 1977; Land, 1991; Roberts et
al., 2011). A previous study has shown that the central photore-
ceptors R7 and R8 in the DRA of the fruit fly,Drosophila melano-
gaster, are specialized for the detection of polarized light (Wernet
et al., 2012). These photoreceptors express the same visual pig-
ment (Fortini and Rubin, 1990) and share an optical axis, be-
cause the rhabdomere of R8 lies directly below that of R7
(Wada, 1974; Wernet et al., 2012). Their untwisted rhabdo-
meres exhibit well aligned microvilli, which indicates high
polarization sensitivity (Wernet et al., 2012). Identical adap-
tations have been observed in larger flies (Wunderer and
Smola, 1982; Strausfeld and Wunderer, 1985).
In Musca and Calliphora, intracellular recordings have re-
vealed that the central photoreceptors in the DRA respond to
ultraviolet light, are highly sensitive to changes in e-vector angle,
and exhibit e-vector preferences that correlate with their relative
position (Hardie, 1984). Furthermore, the microvillar orienta-
tion of R7 and R8 are approximately orthogonal, both in larger
flies and inDrosophila (Wada, 1974;Wunderer and Smola, 1982;
Wernet et al., 2012). It is thought that this arrangement allows
for the comparison of the signals of the two central cells by
polarization-opponent neurons, although this possibility has not
been confirmed by simultaneous recordings from both photore-
ceptors. The output of polarization-opponent neurons could
provide a luminance-independent signal of increased polariza-
tion contrast for further processing, as observed in other insects
(Wehner and Labhart, 2006; Heinze, 2014).
Although the ability of Drosophila to orient relative to the
e-vector of polarized light is established (Stephens et al., 1953;
Wolf et al., 1980; Weir and Dickinson, 2012; Wernet et al., 2012;
Velez et al., 2014), little is known about the neuronal computa-
tions underlying the behavior in this genetic model organism. To
approach this question, we investigated the input stage of the
polarization-vision pathway. First, we examined the anatomy of
the retina and the optics of the compound eye in the DRA. To
study the responses of central photoreceptors to polarized light,
we then observed the neural activity in their output terminals in
the medulla, the second optic neuropil.
Materials andMethods
Optical axes of photoreceptors.We determined the optical axes of photo-
receptors by observing corneal pseudopupils in both compound eyes of
11 males and 12 females of the wild-type strain Oregon-R under ortho-
dromic illumination. Each fly was mounted in a goniometer such that
there was no yaw deviation from the sagittal plane of the body, while
pitch and roll could be adjusted independently. In Drosophila, rows of
ommatidia originate at six fairly stable positions from the border of the
compound eyes (Fig. 1A). We adopted these “origins” as landmarks, and
rotated the fly until the pseudopupil was centered on an origin or be-
tween two neighboring origins, henceforth called “interorigins” (Fig.
1E). The angular deviations from the sagittal plane and from the long axis
of the eye (axis of maximum diameter) were then read as roll and pitch,
respectively. We found neither significant deviations from bilateral sym-
metry (F(1,36.9) 0.16, p 0.69 for roll; F(1,61) 1.24, p 0.27 for pitch)
nor significant differences between males and females (F(1,20.6)  0.37,
p 0.55 for roll; F(1,20.3) 3.52, p 0.08 for pitch; Mixed procedure in
SAS 9.1.3, SAS Institute). Thereforewemirrored themeasurements from
left eyes, and combined the data for both eyes and across sexes.
Orientation of microvilli in R7 photoreceptors. To determine the orien-
tations of the microvilli of R7 photoreceptors in the DRA, heads of 28
wild-type flies of both sexes were fixed with 2% glutaraldehyde in 0.05 M
Na-cacodylate buffer, pH 7.2–7.4, at 4°C overnight, postfixed with 2%
OsO4 in distilled water at room temperature for 2 h, and dehydrated in
2.2-dimethoxypropane for 20 min and in pure acetone for 45 min. We
embedded the tissue in Epon and cut ultrathin (80–90 nm) and semi-
thin (1 m) tangential sections of the DRA on an Ultracut microtome
(Leica Microsystems) using a diamond knife. Ultrathin sections were
treated with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and photographed under a
Philips transmission electron microscope (CM100, FEI) with a Gatan
digital camera. Semithin sections were stained with methylene blue and
viewed under bright-field illumination in a BX61microscope (Olympus)
Figure 1. Prediction of e-vector preferences of R7 photoreceptors in the DRA of Drosophila.
A, Scanning electron micrograph of the right compound eye highlighting landmarks used for
measurements. B–D, Unlike in the rest of the eye, the rhabdomere of R7 is similar in diameter
to the rhabdomeres of R1–R6 in the DRA (B; C, ommatidia above orange line). On electron
microscopic sections, we determined the microvillar orientation of such R7 cells relative to the
axis through the rhabdomeres of R1–R3 (B), which in turnwasmeasured relative to themargin
of the eye on light microscopic sections (C) and in flies expressing eGFP in R1–R6 under control
of aminimal Rh1 promoter (D). E, Furthermore, we determined the optical axes of photorecep-
tors in relation to the long axis of the compound eye (pitch) and the sagittal plane of the head
(roll) by rotating the fly in a goniometer until the pseudopupil (dark spot) was centered on one
of the landmarks. F, Based on these measurements, we calculated the angle between the
microvilli of R7 in the right eye and the sagittal plane, and plotted it against the position of the
receptor given by the pitch angle of its optical axis. Anatomical results were collected from 28
flies and together covered the entire DRA. Data of a single eye are shown in black. Upper left,
Color-coding of microvillar orientation. Lower left, Natural head posture of a fly standing on a
horizontal surface (up, zenith). Scale bars: A, 50m; B, 1m; C, D, 10m; E, 25m. Image
in A courtesy of E. Meyer.
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equipped with a Colorview IIIu camera (Olympus). First, we measured
the angle between the microvilli of R7 and a straight line through the
rhabdomeres of R1–R3 in 272 DRA ommatidia on electron microscopic
sections (Fig. 1B). Next, we identified the same ommatidia on light mi-
croscopic sections and determined the orientation of R1–R3with respect
to the eye rim (Fig. 1C). To control for distortions, we repeated this step
in vivo in the dorsal part of the compound eye of prh1-eGFP transgenic
flies (Pichaud andDesplan, 2001).Wemounted 28males and 29 females
on the wax bottom of a Petri dish and visualized eGFP expression in the
six outer photoreceptors of each ommatidium under a BX61 fluores-
cence microscope with an F-View II camera (Olympus), optically neu-
tralizing the cornea by water immersion (Fig. 1D). A comparison
between both methods by fitting linear models to the data in R (R Foun-
dation for Statistical Computing) did not yield differences that are likely
to be of functional relevance (maximal difference is 16°, while values for
each method scatter by60° at a given position).
Prediction of e-vector preference of R7. By combining our optical and
anatomical measurements in Matlab R2015a (MathWorks), it was pos-
sible to compute the e-vector that should maximally stimulate each R7
cell, i.e., to predict the e-vector preference of each cell. We first deter-
mined the optical axes of individual photoreceptors by dividing the
change in pitch from onemeasuring point (or-
igin or interorigin) to the next by the number
of ommatidia in between, taking the spacing
factors of the hexagonal array of ommatidia
into account. The resulting interommatidial
angles allowed us to calculate the pitch of any
R7 cell based on the position of the ommatid-
ium. We inferred the roll from the measure-
ments at origins and interorigins by cubic
spline interpolation, and computed the angle
between the eye rim and the sagittal plane of
the body for each position. Combining this an-
gle with the angle between the eye rim and the
microvilli of R7 yielded the predicted e-vector
preference of R7, defined as the angle between
its microvillar orientation and the sagittal
plane. Finally, we plotted the predicted
e-vector preference against the position of the
receptor, which is given by the pitch deviation
of its optical axis from the long axis of the com-
pound eye (Fig. 1F ).
Functional imaging of photoreceptor terminals.As
previously described (Maimon et al., 2010), we
glued to a custom holder female flies10 days
posteclosion expressing1 copy ofRh3-GAL4,
UAS-tdTomato (Shaner et al., 2004), and either
UAS-GCaMP6f orUAS-GCaMP6s (Chen et al.,
2013). All flies were the progeny of crosses be-
tween Bloomington stock numbers 4757,
36328, 42747, 42746, or 42749, and CantonS.
We painted the holder white to minimize the
difference in reflected intensities of different
e-vector angles of polarized light. Immediately
before each experiment, we dissected a hole in
the cuticle directly posterior to the medulla on
one side of the brain in standard saline or in
saline with 3 mM calcium (Wilson et al., 2004).
We imaged the part of themedulla that receives
input from the DRA (Fig. 2B), which has been
termed the DRA of the medulla (MEDRA) by
previous authors (Ito et al., 2014). All data are
reported for the right MEDRA, and we mir-
rored data from the left MEDRA. We used a
Prairie Ultima IV 2-photon microscope
equippedwith aNikon 40NIRApo objective
lens to image 0.33 0.33m2 pixels each for 4
s with 930 nm laser light delivered by a Ti:
Saphire laser (Coherent). The power at the
back aperture of the objective lens never ex-
ceeded 26 mW. Two multialkali photomultiplier tubes monitored emit-
ted photons through either an HQ 525/50m-2p or an HQ 607/45–2p
emission filter (Chroma Technology).
We exposed each fly to linearly polarized ultraviolet light (1012 pho-
tons cm2 s1, peak wavelength 378 nm, 10 nm full-width at half-
maximum) by directing the output of a light-emitting diode through a
400 nm short-pass filter, three fused silica ground glass diffusers (Ed-
mundOptics), and a specialized ultraviolet-transmitting polarizing filter
(Boulder Vision Optik), whose orientation was controlled via a stepper
motor. This stimulus subtended an angle of50° (Fig. 2A).
In our first experiment, each trial consisted of a period of 8 s with the
polarizer stationary, followed by five 360° rotations of the polarizer at
22.5° s1. We presented 18 trials to each fly, alternating between clock-
wise and counterclockwise rotations. In a subsequent experiment, we
held the polarizer motionless in one or two positions and flashed light
with a stationary e-vector angle on for 4 s and off for 4 s (a square wave
intensity profilewith 8 s period) 20 times. Three to five of these trials were
presented to each fly.
Imaging analysis. To reduce the effects of brain motion, we adjusted
the position of each image to maximize the spatial cross-correlation of
Figure 2. Example responses of dorsal rim photoreceptors to rotation of the e-vector angle. A, Schematic representation of
experimental apparatus. B, Imaging location (rectangles) in the dorsal rim area of the medulla (MEDRA) relative to other brain
regions. Right, A maximum projection of fluorescence in a fly with Rh3-GAL4 driving expression of tdTomato (grayscale). Left, A
single optical section from the same fly at the depth used for functional imaging. C, Mean imaging frames for four ranges of
polarizer orientation, indicated by icon in upper left. Changes in GCaMP6 fluorescence (percentage change of the instantaneous
fluorescence, Ft, from themean fluorescence, F)5%are indicated in green, tdTomato fluorescence in grayscale.D, Fluorescence
traces for the regionsof interest shown inC. Data for one full rotationof thepolarizing filter areplotted (meanandquartiles of pixels
in the region). E, Pseudocolor image showing the orientation of the polarizer eliciting themaximum response (preferred e-vector
angle) for each pixel that exhibited significant polarization-triggered activity; tdTomato fluorescence in grayscale. F, Preferred
e-vector angle for every responding pixel in E, plotted against horizontal position in the imaging frame. The trend line for this fly is
shown in black. Note that the trend line is only defined modulo 90°, but reproduced twice here to emphasize that it matches
responses of both R7 and R8. Color scale is shared with E.
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the tdTomato signal in the image with a 512 512-pixel reference image
acquired before each experiment. To detect changes in GCaMP6 fluores-
cence triggered by the rotation of the polarizer, we computed the Fourier
transformof the time course of each pixel in theGCaMP channel for each
trial during which the polarizer rotated clockwise. To eliminate the ef-
fects of delays and dynamics of the calcium indicator, we reversed the
time course of each pixel for the trials in which the polarizer rotated
counterclockwise, and then computed their Fourier transforms. Because
the activity of an e-vector-sensitive photoreceptor should exhibit two
peaks during each rotation of the polarizer, we determined the value of
the averaged Fourier transforms of all trials at twice the rotation fre-
quency (0.125 Hz). To make comparisons among different preparations
easier, we normalized these values to the laser power, and computed their
magnitude and phase. Dividing the phase by two yielded the e-vector
angle that elicited the maximum response for each pixel, which we term
the “preferred e-vector angle.” The magnitude provided an indication of
the strength of themodulation elicited by the rotation of the polarizer. To
define a threshold for the strength of modulation above statistical noise,
we randomly shuffled the Fourier transforms at 0.125Hz of all trials of all
flies, and then computed the distribution of norms for means of collec-
tions of 18 shuffled trials. We found the 99th percentile of the resulting
distribution, and repeated this process 100 times.We then used themean
of all the 99th percentiles as our threshold for a “responding pixel.”
To obtain an accurate estimate of the change of e-vector preference
over the length of the DRA, we needed to sample simultaneously from a
large number of columns across the MEDRA. Therefore, we only used
data from flies in which5% of all pixels surpassed our threshold for a
significant response. Nine of 40 flies fulfilled this criterion. For each of
these flies, we performed a linear regression of e-vector preference of each
responding pixel versus its position along theMEDRA, numericallymin-
imizing the sum squared angular difference between the trend line and
four times the pixel’s preferred e-vector angle (Weir, 2013). Bymultiply-
ing the preferred e-vector angle by four, the orthogonal responses of each
R7/8 pair are mapped to the same angle. Thus, the trend line minimized
the error for all responding pixels regardless of cell type. To estimate the
pitch of a receptor’s optical axis, we scaled the position along theMEDRA
by the ratio of the average interommatidial angle [5.1°; according to
calculations by Stavenga (2003) for the whole eye, which agrees well with
5.06°, the value we measured for the dorsofrontal region of the DRA] to
the average spacing between medullar columns (5.7 m in our dataset).
We then centered the resulting values on the known angular position of
our stimulus.
To investigate changes in photoreceptor activity relative to their base-
line activity in darkness, we presented flashes of light with a stationary
e-vector angle to 36 flies, after completing the trials with the rotating
polarizer. To identify pixels in the GCaMP6 images whose intensity de-
creased in response to the flashes, we performed a Fourier-based analysis
similar to the one described above. For all pixels that had responded
significantly to the rotating polarizer, we calculated the mean Fourier
transform at 0.125 (one-eighth) Hz for the time courses in the flash
experiment. Pixels that showed decreased GCaMP6 fluorescence to the
light-on stimulus were identified by their negative phase in the Fourier
transform.
Results
The DRA ofDrosophila is a narrow strip along the dorsal eye rim
and only 1–2 ommatidia wide (Tomlinson, 2003; Wernet et al.,
2003). We determined the microvillar orientation of R7 photo-
receptors in the entire DRA (Fig. 1A–D), which comprised on
average 39 ommatidia in one compound eye (value derived from
55 light microscopic sections covering every region of the DRA
4–15 times). This is considerably more than the25 ommatidia
counted in the DRA of Drosophila in another study (Fortini and
Rubin, 1991). A reason for this discrepancy might be that only a
single row of DRA ommatidia was identified by the previous
authors based on their staining technique, whereas we consis-
tently detected up to two rows in the more dorsal parts of the
DRA.
In bigger flies (Wunderer and Smola, 1982; Strausfeld and
Wunderer, 1985) and many other insects (Horva´th, 2014), the
microvillar orientation has been described to change in a fan-like
manner along the DRA. We observed considerable deviations
from such an arrangement in Drosophila (Fig. 1F), resulting in a
scatter of up to 80° (SD of residuals: 18°). However, on average
themicrovillar orientation of R7 changed continuously along the
DRA, being approximately parallel to the sagittal plane of the
body at the posterior end of the DRA and progressing counter-
clockwise (in the right eye) through slightlymore than 180°, until
lying again approximately parallel to the sagittal plane at the an-
terior end of the DRA. The optical axes of all DRA ommatidia
were directed close to the sagittal plane. From the posterior to the
anterior end of theDRA, they covered awide range of150° (Fig.
1F, inset), sampling the sky along a narrow arc that extended
almost across the entire upper hemisphere (Fig. 3A).
To study the physiological properties of the central photore-
ceptors, we imaged calcium activity in R7/8 cell terminals in the
medulla. In the DRA, both central photoreceptors express the
ultraviolet-sensitive rhodopsin Rh3 (Fortini and Rubin, 1990).
We used the Rh3-GAL4 driver line to express UAS-GCaMP6 and
Figure3. A, Theoptical axes ofDRAphotoreceptors inDrosophilaaredirected in anarrowarc
close to the sagittal plane of the body at vastly different parts of the sky (arrows), including the
zenith and areas near the horizon. Bars indicate the predicted e-vector preferences of R7 cells in
the right eye projected on the upper visual hemisphere.B, The array of R7 photoreceptors in the
DRA of each eye systematically samples the entire range of possible e-vector angles. The data of
our anatomical study (gray dots; Fig. 1F ) are in close agreement with the trend lines from the
functional imaging experiments (blue lines; Fig. 2F, black trend line). Two ordinate axes (left
and right) are used to emphasize that the results originate from independent experiments.
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UAS-tdTomato in these photoreceptors, and imaged both fluo-
rophores using two-photon microscopy (Fig. 2A,B).
The terminals of R7 cells project to a slightly more proximal
layer in the medulla than those of R8 cells (Fischbach and
Dittrich, 1989). However, because our driver line targeted both
photoreceptor classes, we could not always unambiguously dis-
tinguish the terminals originating from R7 and R8 cells in the
same column. In some cases, the cells were discernable by differ-
ences in stimulus-elicited changes of GCaMP6 fluorescence (Fig.
2C,D). We identified the e-vector angle that elicited the largest
response in each pixel, which we termed the preferred e-vector
angle, and used the magnitude of the stimulus-elicited modula-
tion to determine which pixels were significantly responsive (Fig.
2E). Based on our anatomical finding that R7 cells in this region
have microvilli oriented at 135° to the sagittal plane, we rea-
soned that they are more likely to have preferred e-vector angles
at this value. In all flies in which 1% of all pixels were signifi-
cantly responsive (18 of 40 flies), we observed groups of pixels
with preferred e-vector angles near this value, which allowedus to
classify them as belonging to R7. As expected, these cells invari-
ably projected deeper into the medulla and terminated in a char-
acteristic club shape, although they were intertwined with pixels
of orthogonal e-vector preferences in the more distal parts of the
medulla. It is likely that pixels with orthogonal tuning to those of
the R7 cells represent R8 cells. After detrending the data for flies
withmany responding columns (see below), we used the k-means
algorithm (Pedregosa et al., 2011) to cluster the e-vector prefer-
ence angles on the unit circle of the significantly responding pix-
els into two groups for every fly. These clusters were separated by
86.4  7.5° (mean  SD; N  18 flies), indicating that the pre-
ferred e-vectors of R7 and R8 cells are consistently orthogonal.
We also observed a systematic shift in the preferred e-vector
angles across different columns of the medulla (Fig. 2F). R7 cells
in ommatidia that receive light from more anterior directions
terminate in themore ventrolateral part of themedulla due to the
optic chiasma between the lamina and the medulla (Fortini and
Rubin, 1991). These photoreceptors were most strongly respon-
sive to e-vectors approximately parallel to the sagittal plane of the
head, whereas those that view more dorsal parts of space and
terminate in themore dorsomedial medulla prefer e-vectors nor-
mal to the sagittal plane. This pattern of e-vector preferences
matches the systematic rotation of microvillar orientations that
we observed anatomically (Fig. 3B), and suggests a retinotopic
projection of the DRA photoreceptors to the medulla, which has
also been described in locusts (Schmeling et al., 2015).
Closer examination of the raw data in Figure 2F indicates that,
although the preferred e-vector angles progress regularly accord-
ing to the fan-like arrangement of the microvilli, individual col-
umns often show preferences for e-vector angles that deviate
from the trend line. We observed a similar phenomenon in the
anatomical data of individual flies (Fig. 1F). This noise in the
preferred e-vector angles along the DRA might affect the cell
types independently. Alternatively, processes during develop-
ment might act to maintain a tight orthogonality between the
tuning of R7/8 cells in the same column. To assess these hypoth-
eses, we compared the preferred e-vector angles for pixels with
the same horizontal position in our imaging field of view for flies
with many responding columns (flies with 5% of pixels re-
sponding significantly). In Figure 4, we plot the probability den-
sity function of absolute differences 45° between preferred
e-vector angles of pairs of responding pixels with the same hori-
zontal position. The peak at 90° indicates that the preferred
e-vector of R7 is in most cases orthogonal to that of the R8 cell in
the same column. To compare this orthogonality to the variabil-
ity among columns, we subtracted the trend line of the shift in
preferred e-vector angle across horizontal positions for each fly
(Fig. 2F, black line). We then computed the absolute angular
difference between all pairs of responding pixels in this detrended
data. Because the distribution of pairwise differences in the de-
trended responses are not as tightly peaked around 90°, we con-
clude that the preferred e-vector angles of R7 and R8 within a
column aremore tightly linked to each other than they are to cells
in the neighboring columns.
Although the alignment of microvilli endows a photoreceptor
with intrinsic polarization sensitivity, it is possible that extrinsic
signaling further sharpens its tuning. To search for such interac-
tions, we analyzed the responses to flashes of light polarized at a
constant e-vector angle, after evaluating the e-vector preference
and photoreceptor type for each pixel as described above. Prefer-
ential absorption along the microvillar axis causes a photorecep-
tor to respond maximally to light polarized along that axis, but
even light polarized orthogonally to the preferred e-vector angle
is absorbed with lower probability. Thus, some increase in activ-
ity is expected in response to a light flash with any e-vector angle.
In contrast to this expectation, we found that some R7 photore-
ceptors exhibited a decrease in the GCaMP signal in response to a
light-on stimulus (Fig. 5A). This decrease suggests an external
source of inhibition that was sufficiently large to overcome the
direct excitation caused by the light flash. Themost parsimonious
explanation for this inhibition is a negative interaction with the
R8 cell in the samemedullar column, which, as expected, showed
increased activity to the same light flash (Fig. 5A). In Figure 5C,
we plot the proportion of pixels whose intensity decreased as a
Figure 4. Photoreceptors in the same medullar column respond to orthogonal e-vectors.
The probability density function (using 3°-wide bins) for the absolute value of the difference
between every pair of responding pixels with the same horizontal position is shown in green
(Fig. 2F, colored points with the same x-position). To exclude pixels with the same e-vector
preference, only differences45° are plotted. The peak indicates that the most common dif-
ferencebetweene-vector preferences is 90°. Thedistributions are less tightly peaked for pairs of
responding pixels independent of position in the MEDRA (gray) or after detrending the data by
subtracting the value of the trend line (black), which shows that the linkage of e-vector prefer-
ences between R7 and R8 in the same ommatidium is more consistent than that between
neighboring ommatidia.
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function of the difference between each pixel’s preferred e-vector
angle and the e-vector angle of the stimulus light. The fraction of
pixels indicating suppressed activity was greatest when the
e-vector of the stimulus light was at 90° to the preferred e-vector
of R7, which is precisely the condition that should maximally
excite its paired R8 cell. Because of the high density of photore-
ceptor terminals in our imaging plane, we did not have confi-
dence in our ability to segment individual cells of the same type,
and thus performed our analysis on the basis of pixels. Although
the number of pixels representing each terminal undoubtedly
varied, we interpret the results based on the percentages of pixels
to be approximately representative of the responses of the pho-
toreceptor terminals themselves. It is important to note that we
could only directly observe the influence of inhibition if it caused
a decrease in the GCaMP signal below baseline, and not if it
merely reduced the excitation in response to the light flash. For
this reason,we suspect that the results in Figure 5Cunderestimate
the fraction of photoreceptors inhibited by their partners; in-
stead, it is more likely that all R7 cells receive inhibition. We also
found evidence for the reciprocal interaction; the activity of R8
cells decreased in response to light flashes (Fig. 5B), and the effect
depended on the e-vector angle of the stimulus (Fig. 5C). Hardie
(1984), who observed a similar phenomenon inMusca, suggested
that this reciprocal inhibition might arise from nonsynaptic (i.e.,
“ephaptic”) coupling between the two photoreceptors. How-
ever, recent reconstructions of circuitry based on serial-
section electron microscopy of the medulla document the
existence of reciprocal chemical synapses between R7 and R8
(Takemura et al., 2013). Even though these results were ob-
tained outside the MEDRA, they support the possibility that
inhibitory synaptic connections could exist between the ter-
minals of DRA photoreceptors.
Discussion
We provide two independent lines of evidence that the preferred
e-vector angle of the central photoreceptors changes systemati-
cally along the length of the DRA. The orientation of the mi-
crovilli of the distal photoreceptor R7 matches the pattern of
e-vector preferences derived from functional imaging, and both
confirm that the fan-like arrangement of preferred e-vector an-
gles described in other insects is conserved in Drosophila. Our
methods allowed us to directly observe an ordered linear repre-
sentation of e-vector preferences across themedulla of individual
flies. Using functional imaging, we demonstrated that the physi-
ological e-vector preferences of paired photoreceptors in a single
medullar column are strictly orthogonal, confirming the predic-
tions of a prior anatomical study (Wernet et al., 2012). We also
observed evidence for reciprocal inhibitory connections between
the photoreceptors in the same column.
Schematic diagrams for twomodels of polarization processing
in each column of the MEDRA are presented in Figure 5D,E. In
both models, reciprocal inhibition between one R7 and one R8
cell with orthogonal e-vector preferences enhances polarization
contrast. If the gain of the reciprocal inhibition were adequately
tuned, the output of either photoreceptor would provide a signal
that was independent of luminance (Fig. 5D; output only indi-
cated for R7). Such amodel requires precisely tuned connections
such that the excitation of either photoreceptor caused by an
unpolarized light source would be exactly canceled by inhibition
from its partner. Alternatively, a luminance-independent output
could be achieved by computing the difference signal between the
two photoreceptors in a postsynaptic neuron. Given that both R7
and R8 are thought to release the neurotransmitter histamine
(Stuart, 1999), it is unlikely that they make direct antagonistic
connections on the same postsynaptic neuron. Instead, a sign-
inverting interneuron interposed between one of the photorecep-
tors and the downstream target would be required (Fig. 5E).
Given the relevant spatial scale, the synaptic delay introduced by
such an interneuron is unlikely to introduce computational er-
rors within the required bandwidth of the system. In this config-
uration, each R7/8 receptor pair in combination with an
Figure 5. The activity of some photoreceptors decreased in response to flashes of polarized light. A, B, top, Example pseudocolor image of preferred e-vector angles in the right (A) and left (B)
MEDRA of two flies. Medial (m) and ventral (v) directions indicated by arrows. A, B, bottom, Time courses (mean and quartiles) of GCaMP6 fluorescence (percentage change of the instantaneous
fluorescence, Ft, from the mean fluorescence in the 2 s before the light-on stimulus, F0) from regions depicted at top in response to a flash of light polarized normal to the sagittal plane; note
suppression of activity in twoR7 cells (A) and twoR8 cells (B). C, Percentage of responding pixels fromR8 cells (red) andR7 cells (blue)with different preferred e-vectorswhoseGCaMP6 fluorescence
was reducedby flashesof polarized light (3°-widebins,with99%confidence intervals,N17 flies). A cell ismore likely to showdecreasedactivity the closer theabsolute anglebetween its preferred
e-vector and the e-vector of the stimulus light is to 90°. D, E, Two schematic diagrams of polarization processing in amedullar column containing two photoreceptors, an output neuron (Out), and
a sign-inverting interneuron (Int). All connections between cells are inhibitory. Althoughwe present versions of themodels in which R7 is directly connected to the output neuron, the identities of
R7 and R8 could be exchanged in both models.
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interneuron and a polarization-opponent output neuron would
act as a differential polarization sensor. Polarization-opponent
neurons have been recorded in the visual systems of several insect
species (for review, see Heinze, 2014).
Outside of the DRA, the R7/8 photoreceptors are used for
color discrimination, which requires similar computations as po-
larization detection. In the retinae of some vertebrates, color op-
ponency is sharpened by negative feedback from horizontal cells
onto cone photoreceptors (Fuortes et al., 1973; Stell et al., 1975;
Murakami et al., 1982), yet there is no consensus on whether the
source of this negative feedback is synaptic or ephaptic in nature
(for review, see Kamermans and Spekreijse, 1999; Kramer and
Davenport, 2015). Regardless of the mechanism, negative input
from coupled photoreceptors appears to be a circuit motif com-
mon to both vertebrates and insects that sharpens the tuning of
individual photoreceptors.
To analyze the local e-vector orientation of any part of a visual
scene, an animal must compare the output of 3 polarization
sensors with different e-vector preferences (Kirschfeld, 1972).
Without using memory, this task requires that the detectors view
the scene element simultaneously. Our anatomical reconstruc-
tion shows that theDrosophilaDRA contains sensors with a wide
range of e-vector tuning angles. However, due to both the curved
structure of the DRA and the small photoreceptor acceptance
angles (Henze, 2009), the polarization sensors of the DRA view
vastly diverging parts of the celestial polarization pattern, ranging
from the frontal to the caudal horizon via the zenith (Fig. 3A).
Apparently, theDrosophilaDRA is not designed to evaluate local
e-vector orientations but exploits the combined polarization sig-
nals from different parts of the celestial hemisphere. Further ex-
periments will be required to understand how downstream
circuits implement the necessary algorithms to represent polar-
ization information in a manner useful for guiding behavior.
Notes
Supplemental material for this article is available at http://ptweir.github.
io/flyHolder/. Instructions for fabricating custom stages that permit
functional imaging and electrophysiology in intact, behaving flies can be
found in the online supplementary material. This material has not been
peer reviewed.
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